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ABSTRACT

A system for the synthesis of backing vocals by pitch shifting of a
lead vocal signal is presented. The harmonization of the backing
vocals is based on the chords which are retrieved from an accom-
panying instrument. The system operates completely autonomous
without the need to provide the key of the performed song. This
simplifies the handling of the harmonization effect. The system is
designed to have realtime capability to be used as live sound effect.

1. INTRODUCTION

The task to synthesize various voices from a solo singing voice
has been realized in many different ways. Some approaches aim
to synthesize a whole choir from a single singing voice. A system
for the synthesis of natural sounding choir voices was presented
in [1]. The singing voice is modified in pitch, time and timbre to
synthesize a number of choir voices. Hence the choir voices are
directly synthesized from the singing voice signal.

Another approach, presented in [2], extracts high level fea-
tures from the singing voice and synthesizes the choir voices using
a database of voices and timbres. The singing voice is morphed
with the database voices to synthesize a choir which contains the
features of the single voice, but also the smooth sound of a choir.

In this paper we present a system which synthesizes backing
vocals. In contrast to the choir synthesis, where the aim is to syn-
thesize a smooth and broad choir, we are more interested in syn-
thesizing a number of distinguishable voices like in a typical band
with one lead singer and one or more backing singers. Both of
the referenced approaches implement systems which require ad-
ditional information on how to harmonize the choir voices. We
present a system which autonomously performs the harmonization
task based on a harmony analysis of an accompanying instrument,
e.g. a rhythm guitar or piano. An overview of the proposed system
is given in Section 2. The signal analysis and feature extraction
part, which includes the pitch detection and the chord detection,
is described in Section 3. The synthesis of the backing vocals
by modification of the singing voice and the harmonization is de-
scribed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the evaluation of the sys-
tem followed by a brief discussion of the performance. In Section
6 we conclude the paper.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The presented system consists of three main blocks, i.e. the pitch
detector, the chord detector and the voice synthesizer, as shown in
Fig. 1. Two input signals are required for the processing. One
input is the singing voice signal (Voice), which is fed to the pitch
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Figure 1: System overview.

detector for pitch extraction and to the voice synthesizer. The other
input is the accompanying instrument signal (Instrument), which
is fed to the chord detector. The singing voice pitch and the chord
information are fed to the voice synthesizer. The voice synthesizer
processes the singing voice input signal in respect of rules for the
harmonization. The particular blocks are described in more detail
in the following sections.

3. SIGNAL ANALYSIS

The signal analysis section of the system consists of a pitch detec-
tor and a chord detector. The focus of this paper is on the chord de-
tection particularly the multipitch detection required for the chord
detector.

3.1. Pitch Detection

It is important to have robust information of the current lead vo-
cal pitch to enable the succeeding blocks to work properly. We
chose the YIN algorithm as presented in [3] for the pitch detec-
tion, because it returns robust and accurate results for monophonic
harmonic signals [4].

3.2. Chord Detection

The task of the chord detector is to analyze the polyphonic instru-
ment signal to extract multiple pitches and to derive from these
pitches the corresponding chord symbol representation. The ex-
traction of multiple pitches requires to reduce the rich harmonic
signal produced by a musical instrument to the pitches. For most
instruments the pitches can be expressed as the fundamental fre-
quencies F0.
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3.2.1. Multipitch detection

The multipitch detection algorithm is based on an approach pro-
posed by Tolonen [5]. The Tolonen system is the auditory moti-
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Figure 2: Tolonen’s multipitch detector [5].

vated system as shown in Fig. 2. The input signal is filtered by
a whitening filter and split into two bands. The periodicity of the
lower frequency band is calculated as main indicator of the fun-
damental frequencies. The signal in the higher frequency band is
half-wave rectified and lowpass filtered. This models the mechani-
cal to neural transduction of an inner hair cell according to Meddis
[6]. The output of the model has an ac and a dc component. The
ac component is of the same frequency as the input signal and the
dc component is a monotonic saturating function of signal level,
which provides the envelope of the signal. The periodicity of the
higher band emphasizes the lower band’s periodicity. The peri-
odicities are calculated using the Fourier transform, which allows
magnitude compression and speeds up the computation compared
to the time domain autocorrelation. The sum of both paths builds
up the sum autocorrelation function (SACF).

The Tolonen system continues with the SACF Enhancer which
removes redundant and spurious information by stretching the SACF
and subtracting the stretched SACF from the original one.

We replace this block and come up with a different approach
to remove redundancy to be able to obtain the fundamental pitch
candidates. Starting from the SACF we calculate a threshold as

th =
α

L

L−1∑

l=0

max (SACF(l), 0), (1)

which is the mean of the first L = 700 lag values l of the SACF,
where the SACF is truncated to have only positive values. The
constant α lowers the threshold by scaling the truncated mean. We
used a factor ofα = 0.4. The SACF values below the threshold are
omitted and the lagsM of the peaks above the threshold are further
considered. As the next step we group the peaks into harmonically
related periods and calculate a rating value K for each group as

K =

4∑

i=0

2i ·max(SACF(mi)), (2)

with
⌊
2iM − (0.7 · 2iM)

1
3

⌋
≤ mi ≤

⌊
2iM + (0.7 · 2iM)

1
3

⌋
.

(3)

mi describes an observation range to find the actual peak location
near 2iM in the SACF, because the multiples must not be exact in-
teger multiples. Starting from low lag values for each peak lag M
above th the group of corresponding subharmonics is considered
and the weighting factor is determined according to (2). The lag
of the highest peak of the group with the highest value of K is re-
garded as most prominent pitch period candidate. The j-multiples
of M are removed from the SACF with j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8}. The
pitch period determination is an iterative process with the number
of iteration steps given by the maximum number of determinable
fundamental pitches.

The schedule of the algorithm to distinguish the most promi-
nent F0 is as follows:

1. calculate SACF of a 4096 samples time frame at fs = 44.1
kHz

2. calculate threshold th

3. find maxima above th with maximum lags M

4. for each M search for multiples, i.e. subharmonics

5. sum the weighted values of the group of harmonically re-
lated maxima to get a rating of harmonicity

6. select the highest rating value as F0-candidate

7. eliminate the corresponding maxima of the F0-candidate
from the SACF

8. continue iterating from step 3 with the remaining peaks

9. stop if desired number of F0-candidates is retrieved

Figure 3 shows an example of the removal process. In Fig. 3a
the peaks of the SACF are shown. The group with the highest rat-
ing valueK starts from l = 112. The peaks used for calculation of
K are marked by circles. All corresponding lag values belonging
to this group are marked by stars. The highest peak of the group is
taken as the fundamental pitch candidate of this group, in this case
the peak at l = 225. The marked peaks are removed as shown in
Fig. 3b and the peaks of the second group, with lag values corre-
sponding to l = 178, are marked. This procedure is repeated for
the third group with lag values corresponding to l = 74 (see Fig.
3c). We end up with three lag values which represent the periods
of the F0-candidates. Figure 4a shows the SACF over time of an
example G major chord, played on a guitar. In Fig. 4b the results
of the F0-candidate retrieval is shown. We see that this method is
prone to octave errors, but mapping theses candidates to the corre-
sponding tones of the 12-tone chroma vector shows that we obtain
a robust pitch class representation of the chord. In Fig. 4c the
discrete chromagram of the detected tones is shown.

3.2.2. Chord classification

The multipitch detection and pitch class determination, respec-
tively, is the fundamental component of the chord detection. Once
the chord tones are detected, as described in Section 3.2.1, a map-
ping from multiple tones to the corresponding chord representation
is done. This mapping can be a quite complex task considering the
amount of possible chords which could occur. The classification of
chords can be done using statistical models, e.g. hidden Markov
Models (HMM), as presented in [7, 8]. A realtime implementa-
tion of the HMM classifier is possible with a modified Viterbi [9]
at a high computational cost adding some latency. We require a
low complexity algorithm and therefore we applied a classifica-
tion known as pattern or template matching [10, 11, 12, 13], which
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(a) SACF iteration 1.
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(b) SACF iteration 2.
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(c) SACF iteration 3.

Figure 3: The three iteration steps of SACF peak removal are
shown. The dashed line shows the peak detection threshold th, the
stars indicate the peaks of the most prominent harmonics group
and the circles indicate the peaks used for K calculation.

is applicable in a frame-by-frame manner. The detected tones are
represented by a bit mask which is a 12 × 1 vector having a 1
where a note is present and a 0 else. With the tones ordered as
[c,c#,d,d#,e,f,f#,g,g#,a,a#,b], the G major chord of the example
sample would be represented as [0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1]. The classi-
fication is done by calculating the hamming distance between the
bit mask of the detected tones with the template bit masks of the
possible chords. The bit mask with the minimum hamming dis-
tance is regarded as the chord candidate. We simplify the chord
detection by restraining the possible chords to two triad modes,
major and minor, with the common 12 key notes per octave. This
leads to a total of 24 possible chords that can be detected.

3.2.3. Validation of proposed system

The comparison of the Tolonen system with the proposed modi-
fied system was done on recorded clean guitar samples. The test
set included 14 samples of standard chords (major and minor, in
different keys). Each sample presents one chord which was struck
once and let ring to fade out. The compared quantities include
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(c) Chromagram of the detected F0-candidates.

Figure 4: Results of the chromagram determination for G major
guitar chord sample.

the error of the detected chords (chord error), the amount of not
detected tones (tone false negative) and the amount of wrongly de-
tected tones (tone false positive). The errors were calculated as the
mean frame error. For the tone detection we were not interested
in the correct octave of the played note and therefore we did not
consider octave errors as false detection. The robustness of both
systems was increased in the same way by temporal smoothing of
the detected tones and the detected chords.

error type Tolonen proposed system
chord error 30.8% 2.5%
tone false negative 5.8% 1.5%
tone false positive 87.5% 12.2%

Table 1: Comparison of Tolonen approach to proposed system.

The test results show that the investigated tone detection er-
rors could be reduced with the proposed modified Tolonen system.
Consequently the chord detection error was reduced as well.

4. VOICE SYNTHESIZER

Now that we have detected the pitch F0 of the singing voice and
the chord of the accompanying instrument we can continue with
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Figure 5: Background vocal synthesizer.

the synthesis of the backing vocals. The block diagram of the
background vocal synthesizer is shown in Fig. 5. The synthe-
sizer consists of a Voice Control block, which performs the control
of the pitch shifting factors of the Pitch Shifter blocks. The Voice
Control and the approach used for the pitch shifting are described
in the following sections.

4.1. Pitch Shifter

The pitch shifters used are based on the Pitch Synchronous Over-
lap Add (PSOLA) pitch shifting algorithm [14, 15, 16, 17]. A
block diagram of the PSOLA stages is shown in Figure 6. The al-
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Figure 6: Block diagram of PSOLA algorithm.

gorithm segments the input signal x into short overlapping grains
hi with a length of twice the fundamental period time 1/F0 in
the analysis stage. The time instants marking the center of each
grain are the analysis pitch marks mi. Hence the time difference
between two succeeding pitch marks represents on pitch period.
The pitch is then shifted by a factor α in the grain reassignment
stage by repositioning these grains, either reducing the distance in
combination with occasional repetition of some grains to increase
the pitch or expanding the distance in combination with omitting
some grains to decrease the pitch. The pitch marks mk indicate
the time instants with the corresponding reassigned grains hk for
the overlap and add synthesis of the output signal y.

A robust pitch mark positioning algorithm which achieves high
quality results is used as presented in [18]. The pitch mark posi-
tioning algorithm of the PSOLA analysis stage receives the funda-
mental pitch F0 from the pitch tracker described in Section 3.1.
The pitch marks are positioned based on a center of energy ap-
proach, which ensures robust segmentation of the grains and re-
duces the occurrence of artifacts. The algorithm allows the po-
sitioning of the pitch marks in a frame-based manner to enable
realtime application.

4.2. Voice Control and Harmonization

The task of the Voice Control block is to set the pitch shifting fac-
tors for the backing vocals synthesis in a way that a musically cor-
rect harmonization is achieved. We regard a harmonization as cor-
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Figure 7: Harmonization example for an A major chord. The upper
plot shows the pitch contours of the recorded lead vocals (black
curve) and a higher and lower synthesized backing vocal (gray
curves). The lower plot shows the corresponding pitch shifting
factors α.

rect if the synthesized voices match the chord harmonies. At this
stage of the work this means no dissonant voicings are desired.

4.2.1. Harmonization

There are numerous approaches to harmonize additional voices to
the lead vocals. In offline processing the voice leading for the syn-
thesized voices can be manually provided as score transcription.
This allows the user to individually adjust every note of each voice
and hence offers the most creative possibilities.

An approach towards semi-autonomous harmonization is to
provide the key of the song and to define the note interval of the
synthesized voice related to the singing voice. This enables to syn-
thesize the backing vocals with the correct pitch of the notes from
the scale corresponding to the provided key. The major drawback
of this approach is that it still requires to manually provide addi-
tional information about the musical content.

We achieve a completely autonomous harmonization without
the requirement to supply information about the musical context.
The musical information is determined using the chord detector
which provides the instantaneous chord information. To make the
valid note determination more robust the detected chords are ob-
served over several frames. This ensures that short failures of the
chord detection do not disrupt the harmonization of the backing
voices. The harmonization starts by relating the singing voice to
the current chord harmony. This can be regarded as a quantization
of the singing voice pitch F0Lead to the chord notes. We consider
an example of a singer accompanied by a guitar with an A major
chord being the played harmony.The upper plot of Fig. 7 shows
the lead vocal pitch contour of the example as black curve. On
the right hand side the chord notes for the example A major chord
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Figure 8: Block diagram of PSOLA algorithm with modulation of
the synthesis pitch marks.

are marked with a black bar, i.e. A, C# and E. The pitch shifting
factors for the backing vocals are calculated as the ratio between
the singing voice pitch and the intended backing vocal pitch as

αBack1 =
F0Back1

F0Lead
, (4)

αBack2 =
F0Back2

F0Lead
. (5)

The pitch shifting range is limited to synthesize voices which are
close to the singing voice, because high pitch shifting factors result
in disturbing artifacts. This leads to adding a backing voice which
is pitched one chord tone higher than the lead vocal pitch and a
backing voice one chord tone lower. The resulting pitch shifting
factors are shown in the lower plot of Fig. 7. The corresponding
pitch contours of the resulting backing vocals are shown by the
gray curves in the upper plot of Fig. 7.

4.2.2. Humanization

To reduce artifacts and achieve a natural sounding synthesis the
pitches of the backing vocals are slightly modulated. The PSOLA
algorithm allows to efficiently realize a pitch modulation for vi-
brato simulation and a temporal modulation for varying delay sim-
ulation using the same modulation function but with different sets
of parameters. This can be accomplished by modulating the syn-
thesis pitch mark positions as shown in Fig. 8.

The pitch mark modulation function Pmod is given as

Pmod(t) =
Amod

2
· (1 + sin (2πfmod · t)) . (6)

A relatively high modulation frequency fmod of 5-10 Hz in
conjunction with a relatively low modulation depth Amod in ms
results in a perceivable pitch modulation. In contrast a relatively
low modulation frequency of 1 Hz or lower in conjunction with a
higher modulation depth results in a varying delay. The effect of
the later case is shown in Fig. 9. The example shows the synthesis
pitch mark modulation for Amod = 45 ms and fmod = 1 s. The
upper plot shows the synthesis pitch marks mk and the resulting
modulated synthesis pitch marks m̂k. The lower plot shows the
modulation function Pmod(t).

5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

The described harmonization system is intended to support a lead
singer of a small group or a solo artist with backing vocals. The
current system is applicable for the typical singer songwriter kind
of musical style. The development of the particular system mod-
ules was done in Matlab. The Matlab implementation of the al-
gorithms was already done in a realtime manner. This allowed to
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Figure 9: Example of varying delay simulation by PSOLA synthe-
sis pitch mark modulation.

port the algorithms to C++ functions to use them as VST plugins
without much effort.

For evaluation we used a test song with a male singer accom-
panied by an acoustic guitar. The tracks were available as separate
lead vocal and guitar signals. An objective assessment of such
system’s performance is hard to realize. Therefore a subjective as-
sessment of the harmonization results was conducted by a group
of musicians having experience in that style of music. The synthe-
sized backing vocals were found to be in good accordance with the
guitar harmonies.

There are some artifacts perceivable as glitches which are mainly
caused by wrong lead vocal pitch detection. These artifacts could
be further reduced by smoothing of the pitch transitions. The hard
assignment of the lead vocal pitches to the chord harmonies may
also lead to glitches. An algorithm which allows a soft decision
region could resolve this problem.

Some audio clips of the harmonization results can be found at
http://ant.hsu-hh.de/dafx2011/harmonization.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a system which harmonizes backing vocals based
on the detected chords of an accompanying instrument. We pro-
posed a modification of the Tolonen multipitch detector. The re-
sults show that the accuracy of multiple pitch detection and con-
sequently of the chord classification for recorded guitar samples
could be increased. The harmonization is operating completely
autonomously, which means no key has to be manually provided.
The developed algorithms operate in realtime which allows the use
of the harmonization as live effect. The achieved harmonization
results are quite promising but there is room for further improve-
ment.

Future work will concentrate on the autonomous harmoniza-
tion, since the presented voice leading approach is rather simple
compared to how a real musician could harmonize. Also the chord
detection will be extended to be able to detect seventh chords to
improve harmonization capabilities.
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